"__ Baby" by First Class made it to #4 in 1974
1975 Sammy Johns' song about seduction in a "__ Van"
Jud Strunk's "__ A Day" was a country and pop hit in 1973
The __ sang about "My Sharona" in 1979
M, real name Robin Scott, released "Pop __" in 1979
The theme to __ was "Gonna Fly Now" by Bill Conti
Gunhill Road sang "Back When My Hair Was __"
1978's "Love Is In The Air" is by Australian John Paul __
In 1974 Dave Loggins asked "Please Come To __"
The biggest hit for ___ was "Precious and Few"
"Hot Child In the City" by Nick __ took 20 weeks to reach #1
"The ___" by Van McCoy and the Soul City Symphony is still popular
The theme song to Welcome Back __ was a hit for John Sebastian
In 1974 Carl Douglas sang "_____ Fighting"
Eddie Holman is best known for 1970's "Hey There ___ Girl"
"__ in the Sun" was a worldwide hit for Terry Jacks in 1974
Mcfadden and Whitehead's "Ain't No ___! Us Now" from 1979
"Mr. _____" by Jean Knight made it to #2 in 1971
"Smokin' in the______" was a 1973 hit for Brownsville Station
Pacific Gas and__ asked "Are You Ready?" in 1970
In 1975 Morris Alpert had an international hit with this song
"__ Delight" by Starland Vocal Band hit number one in 1976
Actor Keith ___ won a Best Original Song Oscar for "I'm Easy"
Norman __ had a hit with "Spirit in the Sky" in 1970
The Five ___ sang "O-o-h Child" in 1970
__ sang "Almost Summer" featuring Mike Love of the Beach Boys
"Dueling Banjos" from this movie was popular in 1973
Santa Esmeralda remade "Don't Let Me Be __" as a disco hit
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